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The problem of ineffective solutions hockey game tasks in conditions of interactions and counteraction caused by insufficient knowledge about the nature of the data conversion conditions. Consequently in the minds of sportsmen appear incorrect game situations and made ineffective actions leading to negative sporting performance.

It is caused as well by that in training employment the trainer operates by a principle – from quantity to quality, placing emphasis on scope and biomechanical structure of studied actions. From here players are not involved in real conditions and do not know when and how use the techniques for solving of game tasks. It conducts to that the actions finished to automatism often do not match the rules of the game and limit the range of perception of the information. The sportsman chooses the actions that he had better get on the basis of this game takes.

Introduction to sports practice the concept of «situational technique» has allowed generating the concept of impellent preparation on the basis of studied actions [5, 6, 10].

In the subsequent, a number of authors in the works began to use widely given concept [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9]. However, game situations in their researches are considered fragmentary, separately from each other, and it does not allow to generate a situational impellent stereotype in consciousness of the sportsman even at use of typification of situations. In works it is not specified, to what signs there is an allocation of the last, and also there is no reasoned justification.

The theme is developed according to a direction 02. «Scientific basis of elite sport (Man in the extreme conditions of motor activity)» the consolidating plan of research and development of the Ministry of sports of the Russian Federation for 2010–2014.

Object of research – to develop approaches to use of a situational composition in technical and tactical training of hockey players.

Methods. A systematic review of the scientific and methodological literature, synthesis of information, pedagogical observations over competitive activity of hockey players of high qualification.

Results and discussion. Game of hockey is based on the implementation of technical and tactical actions in the process of interaction and counteraction of sportsmen for the purpose of scoring. The actions made by hockey players, change conditions of game in the form of change of item position, quantitative squad of players and other characteristics with different sites of a field. In turn set of conditions on any site of a field forms a game situation. Consequently, since the throw washers into the game to stop the whistle of the referee the game situation is in a condition of constant transformation, i.e. one situation is replaced another.

The situation is considered by us from concept positions about motor situation not as a set of external circumstances, but as a scheme in the mind of the subject (person) [4]. The situation inseparably linked with the subject also cannot separately ex-
ist. Or in other words, not external factors create a situation, and the internal relation to them. In turn the internal relation to environment is formed at the person since a birth by means of social institutes, information resources and other factors.

The situation appears as a second-order scheme. First, there is the perception of the initial conditions (simulation) of the environment, and then shaping the situation, i.e. attitudes toward the world and on the basis of this decision taken by athletes.

In our case, it looks as follows. During the game, the sportsmen perceives the conditions around them in the form teammates, opponents, positional situation between them, the number, movement speed, direction, coordination complexity, etc. Primary modeling allows the sportsmen to orient in the environment with further formation of relationships in the form of a situation. The situation for each player will be individual. Personality formation depends on the situation of gaming experience athlete’s mental and physical abilities, and most importantly by learning methods.

As conditions of transformation of technical and tactical actions in the game have continuous character, and situations arising in the mind of the athlete should have a similar sequence. In addition to situations arising in the mind of the sportsmen conform to the principles, conditions, laws of the game, you need to create a knowledge of these principles, which will be based on the perceived environment (playing conditions). Or in other words, the content of knowledge possessed by the athlete in relation to the perceived information, will determine the content of a situation arising in his mind.

In training process the trainer offers separate game situations in the form of exercises, however in a series of employment relationships of cause and effect between them are not considered. That the sportsman has been involved in the real conditions, offered means should copy game situations or their separate elements. Thus situations in the form of exercises should correspond to those zones of a platform in which they are carried out more often. Moreover, the sequence of alternating funds lesson must reflect the transformation of situations in the game and have a composition.

In hockey, there are basic technical and tactical actions by which asportsman decides to emerging challenges: the actions, the pass, shot and keeping the puck. Each of these actions has ways to which the sportsman gives preferences and on their basis perceives game situations. That is tries to find those positions in which the preferred way of action could be realized.

This leads to the fact that the athlete perceives conditions through the learned methods of action to automatism. The result is that in a situation where it is necessary to carry out a goal with a comfortable hand, the athlete will ignore this situation because the mode of action does not match to which he was accustomed.

It is necessary to note, hockey contains uncountable set of game situations, studying of which all volume is not obviously possible. And studying of separate situations is insufficiently effective both for the player, and for the trainer. However, the situation repeated on the same areas of the field.

For the decision of the given problem it is offered to allocate geometrical forms of sites of a court and often arising technical and tactical actions in these areas, and also to reveal an orientation of development of game situations. And through these characteristics to reveal interconditionality between sites of a field and accordingly between game situations.

Each section of the field corresponds to the number of characteristics that are caused not only by the rules of the game, but modern trends offensive and defensive actions.

According to our observations the opportunity to enter the opponent’s zone without resistance opposing team in modern hockey is very difficult, because of this game often converted into a corner site, where it is fighting for the puck and space.

In turn corners site: zone «A», characterized by the fight for the puck in close contact to the confrontation, where the number of players, as a rule, no more than 4 people. In this zone, priority is given to the ability to hold the puck in order to enter the zone «B» and «C» for the throwing motion (figure 1).

In training process the situation should be considered in aggregate with other situations, i.e. have a composition of different situations.

Situational composition – the process of developing situations, correlating with the result of the athlete, his activities, and regarded as an ordered parts of the game. In other words, the composition is understood as the structure of the game, fixed elements which are in close connection and interdependence.

The situational composition assumes allocation of exercises on the basis of field areas. To each field, as a rule, there corresponds a series of problems arising before the sportsman in game. Therefore and exercise without dependence from its orientation (training, perfection or development of physical qualities), should correspond first of all to specificity of a field areas and those tasks which arise in game on this position more often. The second exercise will be carried out strictly on that field weeding, in which has resulted the decision of a problem from the previous exercise.
For example, if there is a training technical and tactical actions besides tasks directed on mastering of reception and puck passes, tasks about formation of representation of transformation of situations should be solved. That is, the basic tasks of the lesson, which focused on the implementation of technical and tactical actions in the form of sportsmen formed situational composition.

Each exercise should correspond situation in the specific area of the field, one of the solutions of the problems which converts the situation to the next position, and where should be further exercise. Each applied exercise «becomes attached» to the subsequent exercise by means of arising tasks (figure 2).

Most coaches structure the training process is to select the means of education, which is taken as a basis for quantitative composition of players, i.e. in the training beginning exercises of individual character (1x0) and on an accruing progression (1x1; 2x1; 2x2 etc.).

In constructing the training process should pay attention to a frequently occurring tasks in specific areas of the hockey field, then determine at what ways will their decision (considering the results of effective solutions and efficient solutions). Later in the play area, which resulted in the solution, the following exercise should be carried out, given the task and situation of the first exercise. Thus, there is continuity between the situations due to emerging challenges. In this case, the picture of the game in the minds of the sportsmen and there is integrity in competitive activity does not cause difficulties in young sportsmen.

Specificity is that this process is based on the composition. Consequently, the success of mastering
the technical and tactical operations and the level of development of creative potential sportsmen is directly dependent on the extent to which the teaching is focused on the development of compositional skills. At use in training of a method of a situational composition game situations and interconditionality between them are not learnt, and gradually accustom to daily training process and are steadily fixed in the form of modes in the mind of the sportman. At designing of a composition of situations it is necessary to choose «theme» (exit from the zone, move to the zone, a goal, etc.) to determine which proportional and logic rule are the types of situations, to identify key situations to determine their place in the composition to meet the challenges of the game episode. For example, if the game episode begins with a face-off puck in the zone defense, then it is safe to say that the moment of the throw and it is one of the typical situations in which all begin and if the players task is a goal, then this situation will be final. Should also identify key situations, depending on the tasks and their logical relationship. If to compare hockey with a complex system, the interaction between the players have a specific relationship to them and are in constant motion, transformed from one field to another area.

Conclusions. At training by means of a method of a situational composition, there is an alternating of situations different in the maintenance. Favorable situation (without active confrontation, low complexity of coordination, with no time limit to make a decision), alternate with critical situations in which the sportsman is in a difficult situation. This allows the player to avoid the constant expectation of a critical situation, which affects the creativity and willingness to act freely with the motor to quickly solve tasks in extreme situations. For successful realization of actions, knowledge of laws of game process, on the conditions of a particular area of the field and frequently occurring actions on it. It will allow to compare them among themselves and to find interconditionality. This information will allow more variably perceive the playing field and create a situation in the mind of the fused composition. As a result, the internal situation of mind will coincide with the laws of the gameplay.
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